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Alchemy is famous for its spectacular, allegorical images, in which chemical substances and 
processes are depicted as human and animal figures, from battling dragons to the famous 
“chemical wedding.” But what can this imagery tell us about how alchemy was actually 
practiced—and the world in which that practice took place? In this paper, I argue that the 
meaning of images changed as they were copied over time, often incorporating new political 
and religious contexts, as well as practical innovations. For instance, the dissolution of English 
monasteries during the 1530s and 40s was accompanied not only by religious upheaval, but 
also the widespread dispersal of Latin alchemical material and its conversion into English—a 
process accompanied by attempts to recast “Catholic” imagery in new, doctrinally acceptable 
forms. New practical developments also changed how medieval images were interpreted by 
early modern practitioners. By combining my own research on alchemical imagery with my 
interest in the modern-day reconstruction of historical recipes and experiments, I seek to show 
how English alchemists interpreted images in order to support their own experimental results, 
while also reflecting the changing world of early modern Europe.
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